BALANCE AND SING
Store Update ~ Spring 2018

L

ots of items have been coming into the store over the past few months including hard-to-find English imports and
brand new collections of ECD, contra dances, and music. Need to build the foundation of your collection with the
Barnes books or Portland collections? Need the latest dances from Andrew Shaw? Need music to play, dance, and sing
along to? We’ve got it all at the CDSS store!

Elephants Stairs Book and CD

New Tunes and Tracks from Sam Bartlett

Elephants Stairs is the long
awaited collection of English
country dances by Andrew Shaw.
The book contains 20 dances
first published in the late 17th
century and early 18th century,
reinterpreted for modern use.
Persons of Quality has
recorded a companion CD
with 17 of those tunes in a
lively, improvised style with
many instruments and moods.
Music editing and arrangement by Rebecca King. 52
Pages, Spiral Bound. Book $20 CD $18

Original tunes and music from
Indiana mandolinist Sam Bartlett.
“Springy, punchy, crunchy
instrumental music for people
who move to a groove...” The book
(Thinks Best in Wire) includes all
the music for the tracks on the CD
and an 11 page auto-biographical
comic about
the trials and tribulations of his
traveling music life. The CD (Dancea-Rama) is played by Sam Bartlett,
drummer Pokey Hellenberg &
bassist, Ben Cooper, as well as a
star-studded group of musicians:
Eden MacAdam-Somer & Rodney Miller,
piper Christopher Layer, and a trio of celebrated Cajun
musicians , David Greely, Anya Burgess, & Kristi
Guillory. Book 82 pages, spiral bound - $17. CD - $15.

Bob McQuillen’s Books
Legendary contra
musician Bob McQuillen
was an inspiration to
many of today’s great
players and is also
immortalized in the over
1300 tunes he wrote. These tunes have been complied
into 15 volumes called “Bob’s Notebooks” which include
the tunes and a description of who
they were written for. Bob’s Big Book of
Waltzes includes 162 tunes—all of his
waltz compositions through 2012—
spanning a 40 year career. Notebooks
14 & 15 - $15.
Waltz Book - $25.
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Elmwood Station by Sarah Bauhan
Elmwood Station includes traditional
music from Ireland, Scotland,
Shetland, England, French Canada,
Sweden, and New England, as
well as original compositions that
capture the sometimes buoyant,
often haunting spirit of Celtic
music. Named for a 19th-century railroad junction
near Bauhan’s home in Hancock, NH, the album is the
artist’s fifth in her collection of recorded music that Bob
Walton of Folk Roots Magazine describes as has “lovely,
thoughtful music… like liquid spring sunshine.” CD $15
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